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INTRODUCTION
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!

A NEW WAY!
Wagner Leadership Institute is advanced training
towards securing associate, bachelor, masters and
doctorate level diplomas in Practical Ministry - based
on impartation and experience, rather than on
academic training alone.
Dr. C. Peter Wagner appointed us to be the
Chancellors of WLI UK in 2007, and we are privileged
to serve with Che Ahn as the International Chancellor
to tell people all across our nation about this great
opportunity for advanced training.

!

We are convinced that WLI is a fantastic method of
training people in the local Church. Mature Christian
workers who have longed to obtain a Bible College
Diploma, but who have not been able to because of
family and job commitments, now have a flexible way
of being trained in a wide variety of concentrations that
will not hinder their local church involvement. All of
one’s years of Christian service, personal study, and
courses taken in the local church can be applied
toward an advanced diploma.

!!

Everyone is given credits for past training and
experience. It is also well suited to provide continuing
education for those who have had the opportunity to
attend Bible College, but want to continue their study
and training in practical Christian Leadership.
People like you study with WLI because of the great
way it recognises and gives credit for previous
Diplomas, Conferences and other training and
experience they have gathered in ministry to date, as
well as providing clear ‘clusters’ of study to choose
from.

!

Please tell everyone you can about this great
opportunity. Contact us if there is any way we can
serve you. We trust that when you engage spiritually
and physically with WLI UK you will have a lifechanging encounter with the Spirit of God!

!!
!!

Rod & Julie Anderson, UK Chancellors
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EQUIPPING FOR LEADERSHIP

!

!

THE NEED!

THE WLI MISSION!

Most pastors agree that they were inadequately trained
for the job of leading the local church. Yet traditional
Bible Schools continue to provide much of the same
irrelevant (and in some cases, misleading and harmful)
education that has been their forte for the past century.

WLI trains and equips men and women for leadership
positions in local churches and parachurch ministries. It
provides an earned training credential for church and
ministry leaders. Our goal is to equip you with the
necessary skills for effective ministry. It is designed
especially, although not exclusively, to meet the needs
of leaders who have become a part of the New
Apostolic Reformation. For literally thousands of these
leaders, and others as well, the present educational
system designed for Christian ministers is virtually
inaccessible.

!

One response has been churches creating their own
ministry education centres to raise up leaders and
teachers from within their congregations. Another
response has been for churches to hire believers who
have secular training and experience in professional
fields and allow them to learn the content of ministry
realities while they are on the job.

!

There is little doubt that churches are in desperate need
of effective leadership as the challenges confronting the
Church become more complex, more numerous and
more daunting.

!

But how will leaders like you be identified, developed,
and nurtured for effective ministry leadership? If
churches continue to rely on Bible Schools or some
alternative developmental structure to provide them with
leaders, it is imperative that the leader training grounds
be reshaped. Mere tinkering with a broken system won’t
provide the answer; creating a holistic, strategic and
intelligently-crafted process is needed.

!!
A NEW PARADIGM!
!

The educational paradigm of Wagner Leadership
Institute differs considerably from traditional academic
models of ministerial or ordination-track education. The
new methodology of training, following patterns of
contemporary adult education, is not based exclusively
or even primarily on a classroom format, programmed to
meet predetermined academic standards. Rather, it
incorporates a variety of learning events and
experiences which are offered to you as a basis for
earning Training Units (TU) which you accumulate as
you move toward a ministry diploma on various levels.

!

The focus on training in WLI is more on impartation than
on information. This is not to deny the importance of
information, but rather it is to affirm that relevant
information will be provided in a context of imparting
skills and anointing for practical ministry. Furthermore,
ministry in the Spirit receives equal emphasis to ministry
in the Word and truth.

!
!

!!
BENEFITS TO YOU!
!

There are many benefits to the educational paradigm
described above. The design of WLI seeks to free the
institution from some of the more burdensome
characteristics of traditional academia such as: required
courses, theological party lines, denominational control,
bureaucratic entanglements, faculty tenure, costly
library facilities, residential requirement, competition
with other institutions, accreditation straight-jackets and
geographical limitations.

!!
HOW DOES WLI WORK?!
!

Your total Christian Education: including Bible College,
conferences, and other Bible courses - plus any secular
education - are added to your years of lay ministry or
full-time ministry in order to determine your educational
standing. Each student is assessed and placed in the
appropriate level program: associate, bachelor, masters,
or doctorate level. The remaining units needed to earn
an advanced diploma are obtained in a variety of ways.

!!
STUDENT BODY!
!

Our Students are men and women from all cultures and
walks of life. WLI is designed to provide in-service
training for ministry. Those who have been involved in
lay or volunteer ministry over a significant period of time
will be able to gain credit from this towards their diploma
with WLI. Service such as deacon, elder, Sunday School
teacher, prayer leader, small group or cell leader,
worship leader, etc. may qualify. No previous academic
credentials are required for entrance into any of the
diploma programs, except the ability to read and write.
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FACULTY!

!

DIPLOMA LEVELS!

The Faculty of WLI internationally is made up of mature
and successful apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors
and teachers. Faculty members are selected primarily
on the basis of their proven effectiveness in ministry,
communication skills, and a recognised anointing for the
impartation of ministry skills.

!!
EDUCATIONAL FORMAT!
!

We award earned diplomas for Associate of Practical
Ministry, Bachelor of Practical Ministry, Master of
Practical Ministry and Doctor of Practical Ministry. These
do not certify levels of academic attainment, but rather
accumulation of training units (TUs). No time limits are
imposed on the attainment of any of the diplomas.

!!
DIPLOMAS!
!

Formats for training events and experiences in WLI are
flexible. Each class/course is designed and adapted to
meet specific needs in specific circumstances. These
may differ considerably from nation to nation and culture
to culture. We have no residential students because we
presume that you are actively engaged in ministry.

!
!
GRADING!
!

Since academic attainment is not a component of WLI
training units, no grades are given for courses, events,
or training experiences. There are no exams. Field
research, apprenticeship, mentoring and ministry
experience are deemed as valuable as library research
or classroom attendance. Self-evaluation papers
designed to discipline the student in relating what has
been learned to the student’s own ministry are required
throughout the various programs. These papers become
a part of the student’s permanent file.

!

A diploma certifying graduation from each level is
awarded on the basis of accumulating the required
number of training units, plus a written self-evaluation
paper integrating the cumulative learning experiences
contributing to the diploma in question to the student’s
present and future ministry.

!!
CLUSTERS!
!

In order to meet the needs of students who want to
specialise in certain aspects of ministry, clusters
(meaning a minimum of 25 TUs in that field) are offered.
A student may elect more than one cluster in any
diploma program, and upon completion their diploma
will be endorsed with that field upon presenting the
required self-evaluation paper. Courses contributing to a
given concentration may be carried over from one
diploma level to another.

!!
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TAILORED FOR YOU

!

FLEXIBLE!
At WLI, you are free to major on subjects that most appeal to you. Our ‘clusters’ are suggestions of subject areas to
get you started, but you are free to create your own specialisms as you need to or are led. This means that each
student of WLI has freedom to match their learning to their gifting and calling.

!

The cluster diagrams below represent different ways that students can choose to make up their required Training
Units (TU). In the two examples below the student needs 75TU to complete the Bachelor of Practical Ministry level.
The diagrams show different ways to achieve this, depending on the students’ own interest areas:

Example 1

15
15

CORE
PROPHECY
BIBLE
PRAYER
HEALING
!
!
!
!

10
20
10

!
!

15TU
10TU
15TU
20TU
10TU
-------!
75TU!

This student took 15TU from the Core cluster, and then
decided to major on Prayer, followed closely by the Bible
cluster. Additional learning was undertaken in both
Prophecy and Healing.

Example 2

20
10
20
10

15

CORE
BIBLE
CHURCH
PRAYER
MISSIONS
!
!
!
!

!
!

20TU
11TU
20TU
10TU
15TU
-------!
75TU!

This student took 20TU from the Core cluster, and then
decided to major on Church Leadership, followed closely
by the Missions cluster. Additional learning was
undertaken in both the Bible Cluster and Prayer.
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WEEKENDS

!

INTENSIVE TRAINING DAYS!
Three times a year we plan two full days of training and fellowship together in the beautiful Suffolk countryside, just
over an hour outside London by train. These weekends are essential live training times with members of the WLI
Faculty and each student is required to attend at least one per year. They take place over a Friday and Saturday,
includes all meals and accommodation and gives students the opportunity to earn up to 6TU per weekend through
twelve hours of teaching time and recommended reading to take away. Courses are not diploma-specific, meaning
that any of the courses can be used for any of the diploma levels.

!

Shared meals at the weekend are a great networking opportunity to get to know other WLI students and faculty
from across the country. Recommended resources will be available to purchase and you will also get time to pray
and worship with other students. The teaching content will vary with each weekend, but will evenly distribute over
the cluster areas over every two years. Advance notice is given of the dates and topics for the weekends.

OSTLER’S BARN!
Home of the Prayer Foundation
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ACADEMIC DETAILS

!

!

EARNING TRAINING UNITS!

ACCREDITATION / ACCOUNTABILITY!

WLI Training Units (TU) can be earned through our
weekend courses, home study, conferences, seminars,
ministry trips and events, writing projects, independent
study, prescribed ministry involvement, short-term
missions, video or audio courses, online courses,
supervised apprenticeship, and other designated
learning experiences.

Academic accreditation is not desired by WLI. We hold
membership in the Apostolic Council for Educational
Accountability (ACEA). Web: www.acea-schools.org

!
!

Courses are not diploma-specific, meaning that any of
the courses can be used for any of the diploma levels.
While WLI is not a correspondence school, a wide range
of courses for Home Study are available - see the
Cluster pages that follow. Many students desire to
undertake reading courses tailor-made to their needs.
Some projects directly associated with an individual’s
ministry deserve to earn training units. Authors may
desire to receive credit for writing books and articles.

!

At least 50% of the TUs required of you in each of the
four diploma levels in WLI must be earned through
weekend courses or through approved training events/
conferences.

!

In order to gain the TU credits for a class/course ,
recommended reading or item of Home Study, you must
complete a Self-Evaluation Paper (SEP) showing how
the teaching has related to your personal life or ministry.
SEP’s are completed online and are available 24/7.
Approximately 250 words are expected for each TU.
SEP’s must be completed within 90 days of the
completion of a class/conference or item of Home Study.

!!
APPROVED CONFERENCES!
!

Students may apply in advance to earn credits for
conferences they attend where there are at least 4 hours
of instruction. Using audio or video recordings from
conferences can also permit a student to complete the
necessary work to earn WLI credit. We invite
organisations to register the conference(s) they host as
approved modes to earn WLI credit.

!!
INTERNATIONAL BRANCHES!
!

WLI now offers training in over 40 different nations of the
world. More details can be found though our website,
www.wagnerleadership.org.uk

!!
WLI AFFILIATE INSTITUTIONS!
!

WLI enters into working relationships with similar
schools. The details of the relationship with such
“affiliate institutions” are determined on a case-by-case
basis. WLI invites other schools to register as affiliate
institutions. Graduates from affiliate institutions may
apply to obtain a WLI Associate diploma. All
applications will be considered on a case-by-case basis
and ministry experience requirements will be in effect.

!!
STATEMENT OF FAITH!
!

WLI positions itself in the evangelical theological stream
of Protestant Christianity. It adheres to the Apostles’
Creed and to the core doctrines of the Protestant
Reformation, namely the ultimate and essential authority
of the Scriptures for Christian faith and practice,
justification by faith, and the priesthood of all believers.
It believes that God is Father, Son and Holy Spirit, that
Jesus was born of a virgin, that He was physically
raised from the dead, and that an individual’s personal
relationship to Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour
determines that individual’s eternal destiny in heaven or
in hell. The fulfillment of Jesus’ Great Commission to
make disciples of all nations is central to our focus.

!!
WARNING / DISCLOSURE
!

Because of the non-academic nature of WLI, there
should be no expectation that “training units” (they are
not “academic credits”) will be recognised for transfer to
any sort of academic standing in traditional academic
institutions. Since WLI has chosen to adopt an
educational paradigm so different from traditional
seminaries and Bible schools, some may not be
comfortable with it’s position. This could mean that in
certain ecclesiastical circles, diplomas from WLI may
not be recognised as legitimate credentialing for
ministry. Before enrolling in WLI, check with your
ordaining body to be sure that your diploma will be
accepted.

!
!
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DIPLOMA REQUIREMENTS
Associate of
Practical Ministry !
[A. P. Min.] 100 TU

Bachelor of
Practical Ministry !
[BA. P. Min.] 210 TU

Masters of
Practical Ministry !
[MA. P. Min.] 330 TU

Doctor of
Practical Ministry !
[PhD. P. Min.] 460 TU

•
•
•
•

TU’s required to complete on Associate level: 100!
Cost: £10/TU (from your starting TU placement, determined by application)!
Practical Ministry requirement of 2 years full-time or 4 years lay ministry!
30 TUs minimum requirement (eg: 3 weekend courses + 50% Home Study)

•
•
•
•
•
•

TU’s to complete on Bachelor level: 110 (if Associate level 100 TU’s have already been awarded)!
Grand Total TU’s required for Bachelor level: 210!
Minimum graduation age: 23!
Cost: £10/TU (from your starting TU placement, determined by application)!
60 TUs minimum requirement (eg: 6 weekend courses + 50% Home Study)!
Appropriate ministry experience required for graduation

•
•
•
•
•
•

TU’s to complete on Masters level: 120 (if Bachelor level 210 TU’s have already been awarded)!
Grand Total TU’s required for Masters level: 330!
Minimum graduation age: 25!
Cost: £10/TU (from your starting TU placement, determined by application)!
60 TUs minimum requirement (eg: 6 weekend courses + 50% Home Study)!
Appropriate ministry experience required for graduation

•
•
•
•
•
•

TU’s to complete on Doctorate level: 120 (if Masters level 330 TU’s have already been awarded)!
Grand Total TU’s required for Doctorate level: 460!
Minimum graduation age: 27!
Cost: £10/TU (from your starting TU placement, determined by application)!
60 TUs minimum requirement (eg: 6 courses + 50% Home Study)!
Appropriate ministry experience required for graduation

!

BECOMING A WLI STUDENT!
Print off an Application Form and set
aside an evening to complete it. List all
p re v i o u s C h r i s t i a n a n d s e c u l a r
education, training conferences and
positions you have served in - this will
h e l p u s a w a rd y o u ‘ A d v a n c e d
Standing’ TUs proportionate to your
prior training. Submit your Application
Form along with your Application Fee
and two completed Recommendation
Forms - one from your pastor (Pastors
should obtain a recommendation from
your apostolic or denominational
covering).

!

SEND US:!

!
!

!
!

APPLICATION
FORM

!

SEND TO:!

!

Once the above is complete, your
application will be evaluated and your
Advanced Standing and Diploma Level
will be advised to you. You can enroll in
classes, conference, read approved
books and begin home-based study to
begin earning your TUs.

!
!

N
ATIO
END
REC
M
M
O
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REC FORM 2
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FOR NDAT
ION
M1

!

A

E
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C
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!

WLI UK
PO Box 15027
London
SE5 0YS
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10 REASONS TO CHOOSE WLI
1. FLEXIBILITY!

7. GREAT VALUE

It is very difficult for some people to attend a Bible
College due to family and work commitments. WLI is a
flexible way of earning a WLI diploma in your local
setting, without hindering your family, work, or church
responsibilities. WLI offers flexible training for all in
Christian service - both those called to “full-time”
Christian service and lay workers alike.

WLI is very economical. Colleges usually charge £300
to £1,000 to earn six credits. WLI only charges £120 to
earn six Training Units towards a diploma (that is only
£20 per Training Unit).

!

2. DRAW CLOSER TO GOD
Everyone should take the time to get close to God and
study His Word, to be trained and equipped.

!

3. MEANINGFUL LEARNING
WLI offers subjects and clusters that are helpful and
enjoyable, through which you can earn training units
toward a diploma. Some Bible School training may seem
irrelevant to practical ministry.

!

4. CONTINUING EDUCATION
It is important for all Christians to continue learning, and
to receive from teachers in the body of Christ who have
important truths to teach and impart.

!

5. INFORMATION AND IMPARTATION
WLI believes that impartation in training is just as
important as information. All classes combine both
scholarly information with dynamic impartation from
some of the world’s leading ministers and trainers.

!

!

8. OPEN DOORS GLOBALLY
An advanced diploma adds credibility to your ministry
globally. Many nations of the world will not grant
entrance to missionaries without an advanced diploma
in their field.

!

9. BUILD ON WHAT YOU’VE BUILT
WLI regards your many years of Christian Experience as
legitimate training that merits recognition. Advanced
standing toward your diploma is granted based on your
education, ministerial experience, and responsibility.
Most Christians are attending conferences, reading and
studying anyway, so why not put that time towards a
diploma?

!

WLI recognises that the greatest training is found as we
walk with God and are mentored in our service to our
local church, much in the same fashion in which Jesus
taught his disciples.

!

10. SIMPLICITY
WLI offers a unique combination of information and
experiences to build you as a Christian.

!

6. STAY ON THE CUTTING EDGE
Society is changing rapidly all the time, and Christians
need to stay on the cutting edge of what God is saying.
We need to be trained so that we are meeting the needs
of the next generation.

!

!

JESUS SAID:

“NO ONE PUTS NEW WINE
INTO OLD WINESKINS...
NEW WINE CALLS !
FOR NEW WINESKINS.”

!

MARK 2:22
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FINANCE

!

OVERVIEW!
There are a number of elements that go towards the final cost of your Diploma in Practical Ministry with Wagner
Leadership Institute. They can vary from student to student and are spelled out in more detail below, but in
summary the basic elements that make up the final cost are fees for:

Admission

Home Study

Weekend

Graduation

!

ADMISSION FEE!
The admission fee is the same for all new students at £50 per person. This is non-refundable and your application
cannot be processed until this has been paid. In the event that your application is not accepted by WLI the fee will
be returned to the student. Students graduating from level to the next do not need to pay further admission fees.

!!
HOME STUDY FEES!
!
!!
WEEKEND FEES!
!

Students are at liberty to complete as much as 50% of their required TU’s by Home Study. A Home Study Fee of
£10 per TU is payable on submission of the each Home Study Self-Evaluation.

Weekend fees include the TU Fee (for up to 5TU per weekend) of £50 and also the accommodation and meals
(Friday lunch & dinner; Saturday breakfast and lunch). The fee varies slightly according to the type of room chosen
and variables outside of our control, but the total fees for each weekend is approximately £100 per person sharing
a double or twin room, or £130 for a single room. Please note that transport is not included in this cost, and that our
accommodation is located 4 miles from our training venue.

!!
GRADUATION FEE!
!

There is a graduation fee of £50 per student, which includes your framed diploma, hire of graduation robes for UK
graduation ceremonies and a digital photograph. We normally plan our graduation ceremonies to be part of a
larger conference so the graduation fee will include your admission to the relevant session as well. Friends and
family will be welcome to attend at their own cost. UK graduates will be invited to attend the international
graduation taking place in California each year at additional cost.
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Below are two worked examples of the full costing for typical students requiring 75 TU to complete.
They are intended to show the miminum and maximum costs for earning 75TU:
Example 1

£50

£150
£50

£370
£150

Admission Fee
Home Study Fees
Classroom Fees
Weekend TU Fees
Accommodation & Meals
Graduation Fee

£ 50
£ 370
£ 240
£ 150
£ 150
£ 50
--------

!

£1010!

!

!

!

£240

This student completed the maximum of the required TU’s by Home Study (50%),
attended the minimum number of WLI weekends away sharing a room (1 per year for
3 years) and completed the rest through conference attendance (‘classroom’). Over 3
years this represents a cost of just over £28* per month.

!

*Please note that this does not include books or other resources.

Example 2

£50
£300
£720

Admission Fee
Home Study Fees
Weekend TU Fees
Accommodation & Meals
Graduation Fee

£ 50
£ 300
£ 450
£ 720
£ 50
--------

!

£1570!

!

!

!

£450
£50

This student attended 9 WLI weekends away in a single room and completed the
required TU’s by Home Study. Over 3 years this would have cost £43.62* per month.

!

*Please note that this does not include books or other resources.
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SUGGESTED CLUSTERS

!

CORE!
CORE

Essential teachings we believe each student needs to study to understand the WLI
wineskin and to serve as foundations for all future study. Includes teaching by Che Ahn,
Peter Wagner and Rod & Julie Anderson.

!

BIBLE!
BIBLE

You can use our online Bible School to really dig deep into God’s word and understand
doctrine, spiritual truths as well as helpful and informative overviews of both the Old
Testament and the New Testament.

!

PRAYER!
PRAYER

Spend time studying and learning by example from many of the world’s leading prayer
warriors. Your prayer life will be transformed, and so will your ministry. Includes teaching by
Dutch Sheets, Cindy Jacobs, Peter Wagner, Jim Goll, Julie Anderson and many more.

!

HEALING!
HEALING

Incorporating Healing, Signs, Wonders and the Supernatural, these resources will inspire
you to overcome the obstacles and live a life of faith-filled supernatural outpourings. Learn
from those who have gone before - from their mistakes as well as their experience.

!

PROPHECY!
PROPHECY

Study and be equipped in the prophetic and the voice of God from starting out as a
beginner to maturing in the gifting and learning how to judge prophecy and apply it into
every sphere of life.

!

CHURCH!
CHURCH

‘Many are called but few are chosen’ - become trained up in the essentials for Church
Leadership and Pastoring. Learn about character qualities as well as how leaders are to
equip the people for works of service.

!

MISSION!
MISSION

Learn how to go into all the world with the right attitude and motivation. Evangelism is a
way of life not a project, and these resources will encourage and fan into flame the gifting
inside of you. Learn from world leaders on all aspects of this vital subject.
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CLUSTER DETAIL

CORE!
27 TU

BIBLE!
50 TU

Title

Author

Format

TU

New Apostolic Reformation

C. Peter Wagner

MP3

3

When Heaven Comes Down

Che Ahn

Book

1

Say Goodbye to Powerless Christianity

Che Ahn

Book

1

The Reformers’ Pledge

Che Ahn

Book

1

Grace Training Institute:!
Which Side of Calvary!
The Love Walk!
Lifestyle of Prayer!
New Creation Realities!
The Life of Christ!
Faith Towards God!
The Blood Covenant!
Divine Healing!
The Holy Spirit and His Gifts!
Intercessory Life

Rod Anderson

CD/MP3

20

From Strength to Strength

Julie Anderson

CD/MP3

1

Title

Author

Format

TU

Foundations

SLBS

Online

3

Doctrine

SLBS

Online

5

Origins

SLBS

Online

3

Spiritual Realities

SLBS

Online

2

The Atonement

SLBS

Online

8

Fellowship With God

SLBS

Online

7

Walking With God

SLBS

Online

4

Ecclesia (The Church)

SLBS

Online

5

The End Times

SLBS

Online

3

Old Testament Overview

SLBS

Online

6

New Testament Overview

SLBS

Online

4
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PRAYER!
29 TU

Title

Author

Format

TU

Prayer: The Why & How

C. Peter Wagner

CD/MP3

2

Moses - The Way Of An Intercessor (parts 1 & 2)

Rod Anderson

CD/MP3

4

Praying Strategically

Julie Anderson

CD/MP3

3

Prayer Life

Julie Anderson

CD/MP3

1

Kingdom Communication

Rod Anderson

CD/MP3

2

The Theft of Consecration

Rod Anderson

CD/MP3

1

Prayer Watches

Julie Anderson

CD/MP3
& Book

2

The Power of Intercession

Rod Anderson

CD/MP3

1

Rees Howells Intercessor

Norman Grubb

Book

1

Possessing the Gates of the Enemy

Cindy Jacobs

Book

1

The Power of Persistent Prayer

Cindy Jacobs

Book

1

Deliver Us from Evil

Cindy Jacobs

Book

1

Intercessory Prayer

Dutch Sheets

Book

1

Watchman Prayer

Dutch Sheets

Book

1

Authority in Prayer

Dutch Sheets

Book

1

How to Pray for Lost Loved Ones

Dutch Sheets

Book

1

The Happy Intercessor

Beni Johnson

Book

1

Intercession

James Goll

Book

1

The Power of Covenant Prayer

Francis Frangipane

Book

1

Praying the Bible

Wes & Stacey Campbell

Book

1

Shaping History Through Prayer and Fasting

Derek Prince

Book

1
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HEALING!
19 TU

Title

Author

Format

TU

How to Pray for Healing

Che Ahn

Book

1

Unmasking Satan’s Strategies

Rod Anderson

CD/MP3

1

Triumphing Over Fear

Rod Anderson

CD/MP3

1

School of Signs and Wonders

Brian Thompson

DVD

2

School of Healing

Brian Thompson

CD/MP3

1

Entering The Kingdom Gate

Simon Braker

CD/MP3

1

Releasing the Miraculous

Jane Hamon

CD/MP3

2

Walking in the Realm of the Miraculous

Bill Johnson

Book

1

When Heaven Invades Earth

Bill Johnson

Book

1

The Supernatural Power of a Transformed Mind

Bill Johnson

Book

1

Release the Power of Jesus

Bill Johnson

Book

1

The Essential Guide to Healing

B. Johnson / R. Clark

Book

1

Healing Unplugged

B. Johnson / R. Clark

Book

1

Christ the Healer

F. F. Bosworth

Book

1

The Supernatural Life

Cindy Jacobs

Book

1

God’s Word Heals

Derek Prince

Book

1

Beginners Guide to Signs, Wonders and the
Supernatural Life

James Goll

Book

1
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PROPHECY!
20 TU

Title

Author

Format

TU

The Prophetic Mantle

Tom & Jane Hamon

CD/MP3

2

Discerning of Spirits

Jane Hamon

CD/MP3

1

Prophecy: Pitfalls and Principles

Tom Hamon

CD/MP3

1

Governing in the Spirit

Simon Braker

CD/MP3

1

Prophecy in the Seven Mountains

Simon Braker

CD/MP3

1

The Cyrus Decree

Jane Hamon

Book

1

Dreams and Visions

Jane Hamon

Book

1

Prophets and Personal Prophecy

Bill Hamon

Book

1

Prophets and the Prophetic Movement

Bill Hamon

Book

1

The Voice of God

Cindy Jacobs

Book

1

Growing in the Prophetic

Mike Bickle

Book

1

The Beginners Guide to the Gift of Prophecy

Jack Deere

Book

1

Basic Training for the Prophetic Ministry

Kris Valletton

Book

1

The Coming Prophetic Revolution

James Goll

Book

1

Discovering the Seer in You

James Goll

Book

1

The Lifestyle of A Prophet

James Goll

Book

1

Prophecy and Responsibility

Graham Cooke

Book

1

The Prophetic Ministry

Rick Joyner

Book

1

Seven Steps for Judging Prophecy

Kenneth Hagin

Book

1

17

CHURCH!
26 TU

Title

Author

Format

TU

Apostles & Apostolic Ministry

C. Peter Wagner

CD/MP3

3

Changing Church

C. Peter Wagner

Book

1

Dominion, Wealth & Social Transformation

C. Peter Wagner

CD/MP3

2

Dominion!

C. Peter Wagner

Book

1

The Church in the Workplace

C. Peter Wagner

CD/MP3

2

Church Leadership & Pastoring

Rod & Julie Anderson

CD/MP3

1

The Life of A Leader

Rod & Julie Anderson

CD/MP3

1

Roadmap to Maturity

Rod Anderson

CD/MP3

1

The DNA of Christlike Leadership

Rod Anderson

CD/MP3

2

The Truth About Dominion

Rod Anderson

CD/MP3

1

The Third Reformation

Cindy Jacobs, Tom &
Jane Hamon, Ken Gott

CD/MP3

3

Experiencing Bible Truths

Brian Thompson

CD/MP3

1

Built to Last

Brian Thompson

CD/MP3

1

The Day of the Saints

Tom Hamon

CD/MP3

2

Kingdom Culture

Simon Braker

CD/MP3

1

Character of a Leader

Doug WIlliams

CD/MP3

1

The Everyday Leader

Doug WIlliams

CD/MP3

1

Christian Leadership

Anne & Peter Bellingan

CD/MP3

1

Christian Doctrine

Kevin Conner

Book

1

18

MISSION!
8 TU

Title

Author

Format

TU

Spirit Led Evangelism

Che Ahn

Book

1

Fire Evangelism

Che Ahn

Book

1

Boldness & Power

Brian Thompson

CD/MP3

1

Practical Guide to Evangelism Supernaturally

Bill Johnson

Book

1

Compelled by Love

Heidi Baker

Book

1

Learning to Love

Heidi Baker

Book

1

Expecting Miracles

Heidi Baker

Book

1

Power Evangelism

John Wimber

Book

1
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